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ABSTRACT 
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are structured network attacks 

that originate from multiple sources and converge to form 

large packet currents. A DoS attack aims to disrupt the 

services available on the target network by flooding the 

bandwidth or processing capacity system making the target 

server network become overloaded. Wireshark is a tool that 

can be used to detect DoS attacks on a Router network and 

perform network traffic analysis that has functions that are 

useful for network professionals, network administrators, 

researchers, and network software development, requiring the 

detection of DoS attacks on the Router and multiplying 

information as well as attracting forensics data as a digital 

evidence of DoS attacks on the Router through the Live 

Forensics method. This research succeeded in pulling data 

information of DoS attack on Router form activity log data 

and attacker IP address list. 

Keywords 
Analysis of DoS (Denial of Service) Attack, Router, Live 

Forensics 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of network-based computer technology had given 

much convenience for its users to do online activities in order 

to send data or just access online media. However, behind this 

sophistication of computer network technology, there were 

arisen problems regarding to network forensics. The main 

cause of network forensic problem was technology misuse 

acted by some irresponsible parties who aimed to utilize 

others’ network facilities for their personal or group interest. 

The DoS  (Denial of Service) attack as the most frequently 

occurred attack in internet was the type of Router network 

attack to which could not serve user’s demand, and it 

eventually caused computer network to be down.[1] 

Router was Base Linux operation system Router particularly 

as Network Router. It was designed to give the convenience 

for its users. Its administration and setting could be done 

through WinBox menu.[2] 

Live Forensics Method was situation or Forensic analysis 

process which was conducted when Computer network 

system was operating. It was caused by digital proof 

information which could only be obtained when system was 

functioning and the information might be lost if the network 

system was off. [3] 

Based on introduction above, the DoS attack problem in 

Router network kept developing in society environment. 

Particularly, the DoS attack was done by certain individuals 

and addressed to other people’s Router network to get valid 

right of access, so that we needed DoS attack on Router 

analysis and dug up information, as well as interesting 

forensic data as digital proof with Live Forensic method.  

 

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1.1  Network Protocol Analyzer 
Analysis protocol network was process for a program or 

device to break up code of network protocol header and trailer 

to comprehend data and information inside encapsulated 

package by protocol.[4] 

To do the protocol analysis, the package must have been 

captured at real time to analyze the speed line or later 

analysis. The program or device were named as protocol 

analyzer.[5] 

Network protocol analyzer could be used for valid network 

management. Operation network and maintenance personnel 

used network protocol analyzer to monitor network traffic, 

analyze package, watch network resource utilization, do 

forensic analysis from network security violation and solve 

network problem. Invalid protocol analysis might be very 

dangerous for network security because they were almost 

impossible to detect and could be inserted almost in 

everywhere.[6] 
 

1.1.2 Network Attack 
Network attacks was categorized according to its location and 

could be divided into two, namely network attack which was 

from inside of the network itself and network attack from 

outside of the network. Meanwhile, network attack form 

might be originated from a host and could also be a device or 

hardware that related to target, for instance wiretapping case 

that became target by an attack either host or network.[7] 

(Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Network Attack 

If it was assumed that the security toward infrastructure of a 

network had been done, so that the attack from outside of 

network should have been watched out for, where only 

protection could be counted on to avoid danger from network 

attack from outside. To know how to protect a network from 

attack from the outside, thus we should know the motivation 

behind the existence of the attack.[8] 
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1.1.3 Security Attack Models 
Interruption was damaged or unavailable system device. The 

attack was addressed to availability of the system.[9] The 

example of the attack was “Denial of Service attack.” If 

interception from unauthorized party and was successful to 

access the asset or network information.[10] The example of 

this attack was wiretapping. Modification was unauthorized 

party not only successful in accessing, but also able to tamper 

the asset.[1] Example of this attack was tampering website 

content with harmful messages for website owner. Fabrication 

was unauthorized party interpolated fake object into system. 

The example of this attack was inserting fake messages like 

fake e-mail into computer network.[11] 

1.1.4 Process Attack 
Based on[12] attack at a network sometimes had process or 

step or phase which must have been through. E.g. the first 

phase was preparation. In the preparation phase, the attacker 

would collect information as much as possible regarding to 

their target. Second phase was execution phase; this phase 

was the real attack where the attacker performed the attack 

toward a system. Between first phase and second phase 

sometimes there was case where the first phase was occurring 

as well as the second phase. E.g. scanning to get information 

toward a host was same as attack on network which involved 

it.[13] The third phase was last phase which was named as 

post-attack phase. The third phase was cause phase of the first 

phase and the second phase. The damage of a network, or the 

control of a network system was re-used by attacker to attack 

on other network system.[14] Example of this attack type was 

DoS (Denial of Service). 

1.1.5 Network Forensics 

Network forensic was an attempt to find attacker’s 

information, search for potential proofs after some attacks or 

incidents on a network occurred. These attacks, inter alia, 

Probing, DoS, User to Root (U2R) and Remote to Local/ 

Network forensic was a process to capture, note, and analyze 

network activities to find out digital proof of an attack or 

crime that was done by using computer network so that the 

criminal could be prosecuted in accordance with applicable 

law.[15], [16] 

1.1.6 Live Forensics 
Live Forensics was a condition or analysis process which was 

done when the process was undergoing. The conducted 

method and its approach philosophy were same as available 

traditional forensic process, but if the system was off, the 

process would be stopped and continued to use common 

traditional forensic process.[2] 

According to every method or conducted way there must have 

been shortcomings or advantages respectively, including 

toward the Live Forensics method, the weaknesses of Live 

Forensics, namely, (Figure 2): 

 

Figure 2. Live Forensics 

1. Different installation of every computer, limitation of 

knowledge or skill owned by a Forensic analysis would be 

an obstacle because environment of each computer was 

different from its operation system and hardware device. 

2. Data might be possible to be modified n affecting data 

acquisition which was for being presented at trial case for 

network attack.  

3. Related to picture files which would experience 

compression when it’s taken or moved, affected quality of 

the picture and was difficult to be identified when doing the 

analyze or when be presented in trial. 

4. The taken proof of a network would be unreliable evidence 

due to the possibility of anti-forensic technique presence 

which could deceive an investigator, 

5. The taken data in a network would be a corrupted data thus 

it would lessen the evidence.[17] 

 

1.1.7 MikroTik Router 
MikroTik Router was a Linux Base operation system which 

was for as Network Router. It was designed to give 

convenience for its users.[18] The administration could be 

done from WinBox. Besides, the installation could be 

conducted in PC (Personal Computer) computer standard. The 

PC which would be the Router didn’t need a big enough 

resource for the standard use, e.g. only as Gateway. For a big 

load requirement (complex network, complicated routing) was 

suggested to consider the adequate PC resource choice, 

(Figure 3.).[2] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Topology Configuration RouterBoard 

Router had ability to pass the IP Address package from a 

network to other network which was possible to have many 

lines between both. The connected routers in internet network 

also joint in a distributed routing Algorithm to determine the 

best lane to which IP Address package passed from one 

system to other system.[19] 

1.1.8 DNS Flood Master 
According to[20] DNS or Domain Name System was a 

distributed database-formed system  which would 

map/converse host/engine/domain name to IP address 

(Internet Protocol) and vice versa from IP address to host 

name namely reverse mapping. Common DNS was used 

toward application connected to internet or network using 

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) 

like web browser, ssh/telnet, ftp, or other application that was 

related to internet, where every computer in internet network 

had computer name (host name) and Internet Protocol (IP) 

address.[21] Generally, every client which would connect one 

computer to other computer would use hostname.[20] Then 

your computer would contact DNS Server to check the 

hostname you asked for what its IP Address was. This used IP 

Address was to connect your computer with other computer, 
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or in other word, the DNS was used for computer name 

resolution.[3].  

 

1.1.9 Denial of Service 
DoS attack could be done with low skill level without any 

access to system.[1] The attacker would send data 

continuously or use system weakness by forcing processor 

capacity that caused the system was not able to work 

normally. TCP SYN Flood was the easiest attack and the most 

general in internet, the way of TCP SYN Flood worked was 

by utilizing a number of provided resources by system to do 

Three-Way Handshake operation, the attacker tempted to 

flood the system with many connection requests until it 

couldn’t be handled requests from valid user.[18]  

1.1.10 Wireshark 
Wireshark was one of many analyzer network tools which 

mostly used by network administrators including protocols 

within it. Wireshark was most liked because its interface used 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) or graphic display. Wireshark 

could capture data packages or information which went 

through network. All kind of information packages in any 

protocol formats would be easily captured and analyze. That’s 

why these tools could also be used for sniffing (obtaining 

important information like e-mail or other account password) 

by capturing packages that passed network and analyzed 

it.[22] 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 
 

2.1 Research Milestone 
Below is the step of this research solving, you can see at the 

Figure of this research milestone, (Figure 3): 

 

Figure 3. Research Plot 

This research used hardware and software as research tools: 

1. Hardware consisted of: 

a) Router RB951Ui Version 6 

b) Laptop Corei3, RAM 4 GB for data withdrawal and 

analysis 

c) Laptop as network client 

2. Software consisted of: WinBox, Linux, Ubuntu, and Tools 

DNS Flood Master, and Wireshark. 

2.2 Design of DoS Attack Simulation on 

Router 
Design of DoS attack simulation on Router used DNS 

Flooding, and attack on Router analysis used Wireshark 

application, (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Design of DoS Attack on Router analysis 

Below is the explanation of DoS attack analysis design which 

was applied in this research. 

1. Internet, used for capturing internet network through Signal 

Bolt. 

2. Router was used for sharing internet network to attacker’s 

and target’s computers. 

3. Server was used as detection spot and DoS attack on Router 

analysis. 

4. Attacker was used for necessity of simulation on Router. 

 

2.3 Analysis Plot of DoS Attack on Router  
The steps of attack simulation above aimed to test whether the 

Wireshark application was able to display some activities of 

DoS attack attempts on Router. The following is the plot 

scheme of DoS attack on Router analysis based on Live 

Forensics method, (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Analysis Plot of DoS Attack on Router 

This is the explanation of DoS attack on Router analysis plot 

which was applied in this research. 

1. First process was system which would capture and note 

every exited or entered data communication from every 

network. 

2. Every obtained information would be seen on applied list 

regarding to whether there had been any attack or not. 

3. If “there was DoS attack”, detection analysis would be 

conducted by using Wireshark and also checking with Live 

Forensic until finished. If “there was no DoS attack on 

Router”, Analysis of DoS attack on Router wouldn’t be 

needed 
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Access DNS Flooding 

successfully executed 

 

2.4 Design Steps of Forensic Data 

Acquisition 
The following is the steps of forensic data acquisition design 

in this research, (Figure 6): 

 

Figure 6. Design of DoS Attack Simulation and Forensic 

Data Acquisition using Live Forensics Method. 

Main condition which must have been fulfilled in Live 

Forensics method was the condition where system is 

operating or running because some attack information  on 

Router network would be lost if the system was turned off or 

reboot, so that to take data on Computer Router, the 

investigators needed to join with network as client. 

Next, admin login was needed in order that it could get admin 

access right to read the whole information about DoS attack 

on Router, later data withdrawal process would be conducted 

and analyzed to acquire DoS attack on Router report as final 

result of forensic investigator’s investigation. 

Only in this research, the data withdrawal was focused on Log 

Activity component and IP Address List. The explanations of 

each components as follows: 

1. Log Activity contained activity information of what were 

noted on Router related to configuration change. 

2. IP Address List contained information about the attacker.  

Live Forensics process had consequence over a number of 

activities, where this caused data changing or data addition 

toward evidences. This was associated with connection 

process of investigator’s computer to network as well as data 

request activity which was done through service WinBox on 

Router. 

Last step of forensic process was reporting. In this step, every 

datum and analysis result finding of DoS attack on Router 

were presented according to analysis data which had been 

conducted. Those finding data would be attached with 

research analysis. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This part contained explanation research process that 

researcher had conducted based on problem statements and 

the objectives of this research, namely: 1) Analysis of DoS 

attack on Router, 2) forensic data acquisition process on 

Router using Live Forensic method approach, 3) Digital proof 

characteristic on Router could be as report or research finding 

result related to DoS attack on Router analysis. 

 

3.1 DoS Attack On Router analysis 
The first process for analysis whether Router was still in 

normal condition or there was DoS attack, could be done 

through checking on WinBox menu that was through Torch 

Running menu. After the checking was done, it was known 

that there was no entering DoS attack yet, this could be seen 

at Destination traffic, Tx Rate and Rx Rate, (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7. Torch Display before the DoS Attack on Router 

The beginning process of checking based on figure above, it 

was concluded that there was no attack yet that entered and 

disturbed the network traffic on Router. This case could be 

seen on Source and Destination row, there was IP from each 

computer in doing communication between one and other 

normally. 

The next step was that started to do DoS attack simulation 

using DNS Flood Master (DNS Flooding) to know whether 

issued DoS attack was succesful to enter Router network. In 

this condition, DoS attack on Router analysis was also 

conducted using Wireshark application to find out whether 

Wireshark was able to detect attack on Router so that attack 

analysis could be done to withdraw data as digital proof 

thorugh Live Forensics method. 

3.2 DoS Attack Testing Using Application 
After beginning checking test toward Router network traffic, 

thus, later the test was conducted using application. At this 

process, DNS Flood Master application was run through 

Linux Ubuntu to launch the DoS attack using DNS Flooding 

directly to the attacked Router network target, like the 

display on the figure below, (Figure 8). 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Scanning Port DNS Flooding Attack 

Based on the figure above, the DNS application was 

succesfully run and ready to atack the Router network as the 

target of the attack. After this attack, the next process was 

checking the entering attack on Router through Wireshark 

application. 

After  checking, it was found out that attack simulation 

attempt was successfully enter, so that the Monitoring 

Flooding Connection could be done to send package to 

Protocol UDP using Port DNS to IP Address list which was 

used to attack on Router. 

In this test, the monitoring using Wireshark application was 

also conducted by capturing the  network traffic result in 

normal condition or just showed the general traffic activities 

Tx Rate and Rx Rate in 

Normal Condition 
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or in this case only did Ping between both computers. As in 

the figure below, (Figure 9): 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Ping Traffic Condition 

The figure display above had showed the existence of DoS 

attack activity which was run by attacker through Ping 

sending process to Router network target. It could be seen in 

Source row where IP 19.168.1 kept doing requests or sent 

Ping to the Destination target with IP 192.168.1.20. The next 

step was checking entering attack on Router using Wireshark 

application, (Figure 10). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Wireshark Analyzed DoS Attack on Protocol 

DNS Router 

The figure below, there was unusual traffic that showed the 

occuring Port Scanning attack activity, from Source Row 

there was IP of attacker’s computer namely 192.168.1.20 

doing the attact, and at Destination Row was IP 192.168.1.2 

which was target computer. The used protocol was DNS and 

at Info Row stated that attacker’s Port was scanning toward 

all target Computer Ports. There we could see at Port 

Protocol (attacker) was 8291 ahead to Port 49167 or Prot 

(53) as (target). Meaning that Port 49167 (53) in state of 

opened by sending feedback to attacker’s computer and was 

ready to accept connection from outside. 

If an attack to Router network done continuously could cause 

MikroTik Router doing Restart by its own as the 

consequence of over load. Researcher also succesfully 

analyzed about Load (beban) of CPU and memory use on 

Router network before and after the DoS attack. 

According to analysis result on Traffic Monitor Syster before 

the DoS attack, Traffic System state before the attack showed 

CPU presentage (memory and swap history) was 47.5% and 

memory was 782.6 MiB didn’t moved yet significantly 

because there was no transaction of DoS attack yet which 

could influence performance or Load at Router network. But, 

after DoS attack, CPU and Memory had the access increased 

significantly and caused the performance or Load of data 

package on Router went down. 

 

Figure 11. CPU and Memory Condition before the DoS 

Attack on Router 

The figure above shows that CPU and Memory traffic of 

Router network device was still in normal state. But after the 

DoS attack entered the Router network, CPU and Memory 

Load increased. Based on the System Monitor Traffic result, 

after the DoS attack, the Data Package Monitor System 

Traffic of Load CPU increased to 99.0% and Memory 783.4 

MiB increased significantly. This caused down state on 

Network Traffic as the consequence of DoS attack on Router. 

The following is the display of traffic monitoring system of 

CPU and Memory after the DoS attack on Router network, 

(Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Traffic Monitor System after the DoS Attack 

on Router 

Based on the analysis result above, started from the first 

checking process of attack at monitoring traffic system on 

attacked Router network. Wireshark successfully detected 

the existence of DoS attack by the attackers using DNS 

Flooding application and had made it to enter the Router 

network system as the target. 

Process ping from attackers 

The Wireshark app detects a DoS attack 

on the DNS Protocol 
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The explanation of attack on Router analysis result, was in 

line with research result conclusion which had been done 

could cause at the depreciation of work performance of 

Router network because the computer Load in the network 

kept increasing and couldn’t serve other users. The result of 

this research also explained that Wireshark was able to 

detect the entering attack and acknowledging attacker’s IP. 

According to research result which was done[23] that the 

attack on Router could be known by when the attack 

happened, who did that and what port the attack entered in, 

that’s why saved information in MikroTik Router could be 

acquired by developing an application that could 

communicate remotely by utilizing Ports on Router network 

system. The built application could be solution for solution 

to ease acquisition process in network forensic activity 

toward RouterOS-based Router 

3.3 Forensic Data Acquisition 
Main condition had to be fulfilled in Live Forensics method 

was the condition where the system was in operating or 

running state because some network information on Router 

would be lost if the system was turned off or reboot, so that 

for data taking on computer Router, investigator needed to 

join with network as client. Next, Admin Login was needed in 

order to be able to get admin access right to read the whole 

information on attacked Router, later data withdrawal process 

was conducted and analyzed to acquire report as final result of 

forensic investigation.[15] 

Below is the plot figure of analysis data acquisition process of 

DoS attack on Router. 

According to figure above, the investigation mechanism plot 

of DoS attack on Router analysis using Live Forensics 

method, as follows,” (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13. Forensic Data Acquisition Mechanism Using 

Live Forensic Method 

3.3.1 Forensic Investigation 
Some investigator’s ways to analyzed attack on Router: 

1. Wireshark, was used by forensic investigator to analyze the 

DoS attack on Router. 

2. Local Access, forensic investigator obtain permission to 

network admin to access Router network for the need of the 

entering attack on Router analysis. After the forensic 

investigator entered and access the network successfully as 

one of the clients, the Port Protocol DNS was attacked a 

couple of times until the Router network was successfully 

attacked. 

3. Withdrew data, forensic investigator learnt, comprehended, 

and analyzed the attack information data on router. From 

this process, the forensic investigator had found out that the 

entering attack process was DoS attack using DNS 

Flooding application and attacked Port (53) successfully. 

4. Data acquisition process, at this process the forensic 

investigator did the Router of attacked component mapping 

as well as determined what component would be taken as 

the digital proof over DoS attack action on Router. 

5. The withdrawn data, at this process the forensic 

investigator had acquired digital proof data namely 

attacker’s Log Activity of attack on Router in the 

14.369238 seconds until 14.369627 seconds, with 

attacker’s IP Address List namely 192.168.1.20. The 

Forensic investigator also successfully analyzed the CPU 

and Memory condition increasing after the DoS attack, 

namely from CPU condition (47.5%) increased to (99.0%), 

and Memory condition from (782.6 MiB) increased to 

(783.4 MiB). 

6. Data Acquisition Result Report, on this process the forensic 

investigator had obtained data information of DoS attack 

according to Router component that could be forensic 

digital proof, namely attacker’s Log Activity and IP 

Address. 

3.3.2 Attacker 
Some activities which were done by the attacker to attack the 

Router: 

1. DNS Flood Master (DNS Flooding), used attacker to 

launch DoS attack on Router with IP 92.168.1.2, and used 

Port Protocol 8291 to attack DNS protocol. 

2.  Attack type, namely DoS attack (Denial of Service). At 

this process, the attacker insistently sent Ping request on 

Router with IP 192.168.1.2. The attack was done at 

14.369238 seconds until 14.369627. 

3. Port was attacked, at this process the attacker used port 

8291 and successfully attacked Port (53). 

After doing the DoS attack on Router analysis process, the 

next step was doing the data acquisition process to find out 

the digital roof as the forensic checking report. The Forensic 

checking process became the main focus in the research was 

analyzing the DoS attack on Router through the information 

data of attacker’s Activity Log and IP Address List over the 

network attack on Router using method Live Forensic. 

3.4 Log Activity 
Log Activity was key digital proof in noting every activity 

that happened in the Router. Every activity was noted based 

on Time, Topic and Message. Time was the time of the 

evident of an activity which was the most important element 

in investigation process to do the time verification on Router. 

In addition of time, the next information which could be 

gotten from Log Activity was Topic as the activity type 

category. Topic would categorize type of activity to be Error, 

Info, Critical, and Warning followed by component that 

related to the information. At the part message explained the 

detail more detail about information in relation to Topic.  

The following was acquisition picture of DoS Attack on 

Router analysis data that researcher had successfully, like in 

the figure below, (Figure 14). 
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Gambar 14. Log Activity Data of DoS Attack on Router 

Log Activity condition that is displayed above showed that 

there had been DoS attack activity on MikroTik Router. This 

could be known from Time, Topic and Message from IP 

Address 192.168.1.20 repeatedly attacked Protocol Port 

Router. There was quite many login failures in time span from 

14.369238 seconds to 14.369627 seconds. This activity was 

suspected as unreasonable activity that did data 

communication on Protocol DNS with IP 192.168.1.20 on 

Router with IP 192.168.1.2.  

This thing was ever proved through research result done by[14] 

about Forensic On Router analysis OS using Live Forensics 

Method. The result of this research showed that the resulted 

output was information related to Log Activity, IP Address 

List, ARP, DHCP Leases, DNS Cache, and Router Board Info 

which was used to analyze for a disclosure of an attack 

activity which happened on Router.   

3.5 IP Address List 
The shown IP Address List was the configuration result 

through the Network Segmentation row which was usually 

ended with number 0. Meanwhile, the Interface row could 

show the Interface name or physical Ether LAN Port from 

Router Board.  

IP Address on a Port Router could also be Gateway on 

Network Segment. IP Gateway was usually as the target of 

an attack activity on network. According to information tab 

of IP Address List, (Figure 15): 

 

 

 

Figure 15. The Display of Attacker’s IP Address List 

The result discussion above was in line with statement that the 

sent packages passed each Link data by encapsulating 

packages into Frame using Link data identity in order that the 

Frame could be sent from source to destination within lower 

Protocol Link Network. 

3.6 The Analysis Testing Result of DoS 

Attack on Router  
According to analysis testing result of DoS attack on Router, 

the research result was presented as Network Forensic report 

based on analysis process of DoS attack on Router which 

research had done above. 

The result of DoS attack on Router is explained on Table of 

analysis result of DoS attack on Router below. 

Table 1. Analysis Result of DoS Attack on Router 

No

. 

Analysis Information 

Type 
Annotation 

1. 

DoS attack on Router 

using DNS Flooding 

application  

Managed to attack 

Router network in a row 

until network down 

2. 

Wireshark Application 

managed to capture 

suspicious traffic 

activity through 

Protocol DNS  

Information Acquired 

that there was DoS attack 

on Router started from 

attacker process in 

sending Ping to request 

enter access on Router  

3. 

Attack protocol which 

was successfully 

entered was  

Protocol DNS 

4. Attacker’s Port Protocol  8291 

5. Port Destination 49167 or Port (53) 

6. 

CPU and  Memory 

condition of network 

device before attack  

CPU (47.5 %) 

 

MEMORY (782.6 MiB) 

7. 

CPU and Memory 

condition of network 

device after attack  

CPU increased to (99.0 

%) 

 

MEMORY increased to 

(783.4 MiB) 

8. Log Activity 

There was quiet many 

login failures with the 

timeframe from 

14.369238 seconds to 

1469627 seconds. This 

activity was suspected as 

unnatural activity that 

did data communication 

on Protocol DNS with IP 

192.168.1.20 to Router 

with IP 192.168.1.2. 

9. 
Attacker’s IP Address 

List 
192.168.1.20 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
After doing the simulation of DoS attack on Router, the DoS 

attack on Router analysis, and withdrawing forensic data as 

digital proof as research result, the research finding was 

found out as conclusion. The conclusion of this research as 

follows: 

a) Attack on Router analysis, from conducted attack process 

could be gotten information that DoS attack used DNS 

Flooding application having characteristics that could do 

Ping or send messages repeatedly and be able to make 

Router network down as the consequence of the over 

entering load. The research result proved that the forensic 

investigator successfully used Wireshark application to 

analyze DoS attack on Router 

Time, Source, Destination, and Protocol from Attackers 
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b) Acquisition Process of Forensic data on Router used Live 

Forensic method approach, after acquisition data was 

conducted, the conclusion was that the unreasonable 

activity doing data communication on Protocol DNS with 

IP 192.168.1.20 toward Router with IP 192.168.1.2 with 

time span from 14.369238 until 14.369627. The result of 

this research also managed to identify attacker’s IP 

Address List, namely IP 192.168.1.20. 

c) Digital proof characteristic on Router could also be as 

report of research finding result in relation to analysis of 

DoS attack on Router, involving type of entering attack, 

attacker’s Port Protocol, Destination Port of attacked 

Router network target, and for analysis process of attack 

history was known from Attack Log Activity and IP 

Address List 
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